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Timeless, elegant design

Our new touch-free faucets were designed by London-based Christoph Behling Design. The slim, timeless, and 
elegant form combined with durable, solid brass construction makes them ideal for public buildings such as airports, 
retail, offices, or restaurants.

Available for both wall- and deck-mounted installations, the wall-mounted faucets are further enhanced by a versatile 
and flexible in-wall carrier for the faucet, sink, and electronics. The in-wall carrier makes it easy to plan the installation 
of the system and eliminates costly re-work during or after installation.

These new touch-free faucets complement practically any restroom design.

 n Attractive design: With all functioning parts located below deck, the  
  two spout options feature a slim, timeless, and elegant form. 

 n Reliable planning: The in-wall carrier for wall mount faucets integrates  
  important components for dependable planning and clean execution.

 n Rapid maintenance: The innovative design of the control box saves  
  time and makes the system easy to service and maintain.

 n  Cost-effective operation: Chicago Faucets durability in combination 
with reliable function result in long-term, economical operation.
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Deck mount
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Our touch-free, deck-mounted faucets feature a slim, elegant 
design with all functioning parts housed neatly below deck in 
the control box. The outlet is positioned higher than typical 
restroom faucets, giving the user more space for hand washing 
while the touch-free design improves hygiene. 

5" 6"

5" 5"

Avisio™

Deck-mounted
Alento™

Deck-mounted
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Wall mount

Wall-mounted faucets can offer an elevated and more 
sophisticated design for public restrooms. In addition to the 
unique aesthetic, they offer more space for hand washing than 
conventional deck-mounted solutions and make the sink area 
easier to clean. They can be easily combined with a multitude 
of sinks to complement any design.

8-5/8" 6-5/8"

8-5/8" 6-5/8"

Avisio™

Wall-mounted

Alento™

Wall-mounted
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Slim and clever
Separating the outlet from the control box helps 
create elegant designs for touchless faucet 
applications.

Integrated IR sensor provides accurate user 
recognition.

With electronics and water supply connections 
housed in the compact control box, below deck 
is as sleek and clean as above deck.

The wall-mount design makes the sink area much 
easier to clean.

A perfect match for a wide range of sinks for 
additional flexibility in restroom design.
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1  A robust retainer for the wall-mounted faucet makes 
final installation incredibly easy. Once in place, the faucet 
housing requires no further alignment. 

2  The height of the pre-mounted crossbar can be adjusted, 
allowing the distance between the faucet and the sink 
to be set with precision during installation. This precision 
eliminates or reduces splash and provides comfort with 
adequate space to wash hands. 

3  Prepared conduit pipes make it easier to connect the 
sensor and the water supply. They also ensure that these 
lines can be serviced easily at any time.

3

4

2

4  The electronics are neatly stored in the control box 
behind the wall, where they are easy to access yet well 
protected against moisture and tampering. 

5  The installation frame for drywall construction ensures 
easy, safe, and reliable installation.

1

5
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Control box
The control box for the touch-free faucets  
delivers a compact and neat installation under 
the sink. Since it is installed below the sink and 
away from the faucet, it reduces the risk of 
damage due to moisture or vandalism.

The compact design of the 
control box with just four main 
components delivers an easy-to-
install, easy-to-service solution.

Electronics are protected below 
deck and easily connected to  
the power supply.

Available for AC or DC power. 

The battery is easily accessible 
and can be replaced in seconds.

Available with or without mixer  
for added flexibility. 

Temperature is easily adjusted 
with a screwdriver.

Easy-to-access stop valves are 
also contained within the control 
box.
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Exposed control box for 
deck-mounted faucets

Per required 
sink height

51-1/8" 
[1300mm]

3" [73mm]

7-7/8" - 9-7/8" [200-250mm]

½ NPT

FF

2" - 15" [50-380mm]

19-3/4" [500mm]

20-7/8" +/- 2" 
[530+/-5mm]

The control box is concealed and 
secured within the carrier. A 
surface-mount cover plate allows 
access for adjustment and servicing. 

Deck-mount  faucets feature an 
exposed control box that mounts 
directly to the wall below the sink.

Concealed control box for 
wall-mounted faucets

The installation frames for wall-mount faucets offer significant advantages for public restroom installations. All key components, 
including the mounting plate for the wall-mount faucet, sink fastening beam, control box, and drain, are height-adjustable. This 
means that the wall-mount system can be adapted to suit virtually any installation situation.

0 - 7-7/8" 
[0-200mm]



The Chicago Faucet Company  |  2100 South Clearwater Drive  |  Des Plaines, IL 60018
Phone: 847-803-5000  |  Technical: 800-832-8783  |  chicagofaucets.com

Chicago Faucets, a member of the Geberit Group, is the leading brand of commercial faucets and fittings in the United States, offering a complete 
range of products for schools, laboratories, hospitals, office buildings, food service, airports, and sports facilities. Whatever your requirements may 
be, Chicago Faucets offers standard and made-to-order products that are designed to meet any commercial application.
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